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Customer Value Proposition

Marketing Understanding & Insights

Brand and Positioning

Value Creation

Marketing Planning

Buyer’s Journey

Distribution and Sales

Implementation

The marketing plan is not linked  
to company strategy

The marketing plan supports the 
delivery of the company strategy and is 

developed using customer insights

The marketing plan supports the  
delivery of the company strategy
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Ad hoc campaigns with no 
measurement of outcomes and ROI

Integrated campaigns and campaign 
platform constantly measured and refined

Integrated campaigns across channels 
with limited reporting and ROI

Single channel approach or digital is an 
‘add on’ approach

Service excellence built into proposition 
development to reduce failure demand 

and increase customer delight

Multi channel distribution business  
with limited integration 

Single approach to only attracting 
customers that are currently ‘in market’

Segmented approach to the buyer’s 
journey and continual refinement to  

each stage and key persona

Systematic approach to engaging 
customers at each stage of the  

buyer’s journey

No formal marketing planning  
or calendar

Quarterly planning linked to key outcomes, 
market changes and key customer insights.  

Forward looking reporting.

Annual planning activity however quickly 
becomes out of date and is not revised

Value created by adding more ‘products 
and features’ vs understanding 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)

Business aligned to customer  
sentiment and CLV.  Plans in place  

to increase all of these

Customer sentiment or CLV understood 
but does not drive the business

No clearly defined brand positioning 
either visually, verbally or from a 
customer experience

Brand position is clearly defined  
and embedding across the  

whole business

Brand is ‘owned’ by marketing and only discussed 
as part of advertising. Brand seen as a marketing 

function not a whole of business function

First and second degree competitors 
rarely reviewed. Limited understanding 
of wider market

Regularly assess changes in the market 
(direct and indirect competitors) and 

anticipate competitors next moves

Review competitor activity if they make 
a big market move or during annual 

planning cycle

Single product approach with 
limited or no innovation

Continually evolve core offerings to  
meet and exceed anticipated  

customer needs

Understanding of how you solve  
the customer’s pain point that provides 

market leading value

Customer knowledge and insights are 
historic and based off assumptions

Deep customer insights and understanding.  
Systematic way of capturing and enhancing 

insights, using these to determine next best action

Large amounts of research however  
not  actively converted into  

insights or actions
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